Chicago 5, Chicago State University 2

Date: 2/16/2024
Time:
Location: Homewood, IL
Arena: H-F Racquet and Fitness

Doubles

#1 Doubles

FINAL 1
Kane Kelley / Pat Otero [CHIM] 3
> Max Sandoval / Pedro Alvarez [CSUM] 6

#2 Doubles

FINAL 1
> Jack Wong / Arjun Asokumar [CHIM] 6
Zak Radziwillowicz / Rodrigo Alves [CSUM] 3

#3 Doubles

FINAL 1
> Derek Hsieh / Jacob Lowen [CHIM] 6
Percy Siercke / Reed Gahagan [CSUM] 1

Order of Finish: 3, 1, 2

Singles

#1 Singles

FINAL 1 2
Emil Grantcharov [CHIM] 3 2
> Pedro Alvarez [CSUM] 6 6

#2 Singles

FINAL 1 2
> Arjun Asokumar [CHIM] 6 6
Max Sandoval [CSUM] 2 2

#3 Singles

FINAL 1 2
> Derek Hsieh [CHIM] 6 6
Rodrigo Alves [CSUM] 3 2

#4 Singles

FINAL 1 2 3
John Walentowicz [CHIM] 6 4 7
> Percy Siercke [CSUM] 2 6 10

#5 Singles

FINAL 1 2
> Pat Otero [CHIM] 6 6
Zak Radziwillowicz [CSUM] 2 2

#6 Singles

FINAL 1 2
> Ajer Sher [CHIM] 6 6
Reed Gahagan [CSUM] 0 0

Order of Finish: 1, 6, 2, 3, 5, 4